Minutes for 6/6/2012


1) Hazing
   a) Event has never had an issue before, will go over with SAO
   b) Proposal: have an ASA Judcomm
      i) ASA does this already, publicize more
      ii) Point person?

2) Another SAO complaint – someone who came to perform had a complaint about the group for which they were performing; all we know is that Leah is handling – do we want to follow up?

3) Treasurer report
   a) LEF/arcade – we get money from SAO and ODGE – there was a complicated money transferring problem that should now be resolved and we have last year’s funding in our account
   b) L/a apps are due tomorrow; Lemur will send out info about it; please read apps! By Tuesday
   c) Finboard/GSC people need to chat
   d) GSC general meeting today; they passed our budget so we have money for the next year!
   e) Denied ARCADE funding to Amnesty for reasons of borderline eligibility, incomplete application, and wrong cycle
   f) LEF/ARCADE bulletin board?
      i) Remeyer will send DW the previous template

4) Groups
   a) CUCN
      i) Met with them
      ii) Recognize, unfunded, adehnert drafting email (white ballot)
   b) TGBSM
      i) Not recognized, rhkeeler emailing
   c) SWS
      i) Things constitution proposes violate state and federal laws
      ii) Discard application, rowlands emailing (white ballot)
   d) Fines
      i) Remeyers finishes fines, cc asa
   e) Suspensions
      i) Database
         (1) Suspend groups in violation of database protocol
         (2) Groups have a month to update the database
         (3) Adehnert emailing
      ii) Previous suspensions
         (1) Already voted/emailed
         (2) Send email saying we are derecognizing, tell them they can follow rerecognition process
         (3) Adehnert writing emails
5) Space
   a) Undelivered lockers
      i) Remeyer following up with supplier for missing lockers
      ii) Remeyer following up with SAO on overcharge
   b) 445/445a/447
      i) blehnert and kkb are dealing
      ii) LCS moving to 441 for a little
      iii) Keeping about the abatement
   c) 439
      i) X-prod and Chor need to move
      ii) Jvaughn and remeyer meeting with them tomorrow at 5:30pm
      iii) Lockers in 439 belong to ASA, not groups
   d) 441/437
      i) Stuff thrown out, have new keys
      ii) Remeyer contacting groups, giving groups a week to respond to their stuff
   e) LSC appeal meeting
      i) Resolution emailed out
      ii) Need space to potentially relieve pressure elsewhere
      iii) Send rhkeeler and blehnert to a meeting to relay long term plans
   f) MTG
      i) Dealt with
   g) Amnesty
      i) Shuffle 50-020,028,030 (EwB, GPI, Palestine@MIT, Amnesty)
   h) 50-352
      i) Jvaughn
      ii) SSA
      i) Blehnert is on it
6) Midway
   a) Early Returns
      i) Remeyer is informing rhkeeler
      ii) Rhkeeler and rmblack review applications
      iii) Recommendations go to the board Tuesday, online discussion
   b) Midway
      i) Release application around July 15th, due August 1st
      ii) Fines, fines, and more fines for groups that mess up being at the Midway
         (1) Fines for early leaving
      iii) SLOPE
         (1) Orientation events
         (2) Housing lottery
7) FYSM
   a) Start dealing with after early returns
   b) Hard character count?
i) Will determine what is reasonable

8) Journalism FPOP
   a) Name change happened
   b) Bringing in other groups

9) Boards
   a) Board enforcement: jvaughn
   b) Pro-life moved to locking case, CAC quoted $10
   c) Blehnert will be around for work order